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ABSTRACT
In recent years, convolutional neural network (CNN) based correlation filter trackers have achieved state-of-the-art results on the
benchmark datasets. However, the CNN based correlation filters
cannot effectively handle large scale variation and distortion (such
as fast motion, background clutter, occlusion, etc.), leading to the
sub-optimal performance. In this paper, we propose a novel CNN
based correlation filter tracker with shepherded instance-aware
proposals, namely DeepCFIAP, which automatically estimates the
target scale in each frame and re-detects the target when distortion
happens. DeepCFIAP is proposed to take advantage of the merits
of both instance-aware proposals and CNN based correlation filters.
Compared with the CNN based correlation filter trackers, DeepCFIAP can successfully solve the problems of large scale variation
and distortion via the shepherded instance-aware proposals, resulting in more robust tracking performance. Specifically, we develop
a novel proposal ranking algorithm based on the similarities between proposals and instances. In contrast to the detection proposal
based trackers, DeepCFIAP shepherds the instance-aware proposals towards their optimal positions via the CNN based correlation
filters, resulting in more accurate tracking results. Extensive experiments on two challenging benchmark datasets demonstrate that the
proposed DeepCFIAP performs favorably against state-of-the-art
trackers and it is especially feasible for long-term tracking.
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Figure 1: Comparisons of the proposed DeepCFIAP with
MCPF, HDT, HCF, SRDCF and KCFDPT in the challenging
senarios. Best viewed in color.

1

INTRODUCTION

Visual tracking is a fundamental problem in multimedia and computer vision and it has numerous applications such as video surveillance, human-computer interaction and autonomous driving. In
this paper, we address the problem of single object tracking, which
aims to track an object in subsequent frames with the target being identified in the first frame. Although much progress has been
made in recent years, visual tracking remains a challenging task
due to the fluctuant factors, including occlusion, scale variation,
background clutter, etc. [17, 21, 34].
Recently, correlation filter based trackers have shown a balanced
trade-off between speed and performance [1, 5, 6, 12, 16]. Inspired
by the great success of convolutional neural network (CNN) in the
visual recognition task, several CNN based correlation filters have
been proposed [4, 19, 24]. Experimental results on the benchmark
datasets demonstrate that the correlation filter based trackers using
deep convolutional features perform favorably against those using
hand-crafted features.
Despite achieving promising results, existing CNN based correlation filter trackers still have some drawbacks. These trackers cannot
effectively handle large scale variation and distortion (such as fast
motion, background clutter, occlusion, etc.). For the scale variation,
a DSST tracker [6] is proposed to learn an extra 1D correlation filter
for scale estimation. Although it can handle smooth scale variation

to some extent, the tracker will fail when the target undergoes large
scale variation. In terms of the distortion, an LCT tracker [20] is developed to leverage an online detector to re-detect the target when
it is lost. Despite improving the tracking performance, the tracker
is sensitive to the heuristic settings. To address the above issues, we
resort to detection proposals [42] to handle these challenges. In a
detection proposal based tracker, the proposals can cover the target
undergoing large scale variation and distortion. As shown in Figure
1, HCF [19] and HDT [24] cannot effectively adapt to the large scale
variation in the CarScale sequence. Moreover, both trackers will
drift to the occuluder in the Girl2 sequence. However, DeepCFIAP
can accurately track the targets in the challenging sequences.
In detection proposal based trackers, the detection proposals
are generated in a region to provide the candidate samples for a
classifier [39] or a regressor [16]. The EBT tracker [39] is developed
to track the target in the whole image with instance-specific proposals. Although it improves the robustness to various factors, the
accuracy is limited. The KCFDPT tracker [16] is proposed to track
the target via the detection proposals generated in a small region.
Despite improving the tracking performance compared with the
baseline tracker [12], it cannot perform reliably in noisy environments. In general, the detection proposal based trackers are more
robust when detection proposals are generated in a larger region.
Despite improving the robustness to challenging factors, the
detection proposal based trackers have two limitations. On one
hand, the computational cost of these trackers is prone to increase
with the number of detection proposals. On the other hand, when
the detection proposals generated by the object proposal methods
cannot cover the target state well, the predicted target state tends
to be inaccurate. To address the above issues, we can resort to an
effective proposal ranking strategy to reduce the tracking complexity and the CNN based correlation filters to shepherd the detection
proposals towards their optimal positions.
In this paper, we propose a novel CNN based correlation filter
tracker with instance-aware proposals (DeepCFIAP) for robust visual tracking, which exploits the merits of both instance-aware
proposals and CNN based correlation filters. The contributions of
this work are given as follows: (1) We propose a DeepCFIAP tracker
that can effectively handle large scale variation and distortion via
the shepherded instance-aware proposals. Specifically, based on the
similarities between proposals and instances, we propose a novel
proposal ranking algorithm for instance-aware proposal generation,
resulting in more robust tracking performance at a lower computational cost. (2) We shepherd the instance-aware proposals towards
their optimal positions via the CNN based correlation filters and
chooses the most promising shepherded instance-aware proposal,
leading to more accurate tracking results. Extensive experiments on
two challenging benchmark datasets demonstrate that the proposed
DeepCFIAP performs favorably against state-of-the-art trackers
and it is especially feasible for long-term tracking.

2

RELATED WORK

Visual tracking has been studied for several decades. In this section,
we review the trackers mostly related to our work: correlation filter
(CF) based trackers, CNN based trackers and detection proposal
based trackers.

CF Based Trackers. In recent years, CF based trackers [1, 3, 5, 6,
10, 12, 13, 18, 20, 22, 32, 38] have attracted considerable attentions
due to their computational efficiency and excellent performance.
KCF [12] is the conventional CF tracker, which introduces the circulant structure of shifted samples into the ridge regression. To handle
the scale variation, DSST [6] utilizes an extra 1D correlation filter
for scale estimation. To alleviate the boundary effect, SRDCF [5]
and CSR-DCF [18] introduce a spatial regularization function and
a response map respectively to penalize the filter coefficients residing outside the target region. CACF [22] explicitly incorporates the
global context in CF learning and deviates a closed-form solution
for fast tracking. To strengthen the peak of response map, in [29]
and [28], different loss and regularization terms are introduced for
CF learning. BACF [10] efficiently models how both the foreground
and background vary over time. Staple [1] combines complementary cues (color histogram and HOG features) in CF for robust
tracking. LCT [20] and MUSTer [13] are proposed for long-term
tracking. In recent tracking community, CF trackers have been integrated with other trackers to complement their merits. The work
in [38] fuses the multi-task correlation filter into the particle filter
framework to address the scale variation. In [32], CF is combined
with SVM to take the merits of strong discriminative ability from
SVM and fast running speed from CF. Furthermore, C-COT [7] and
ECO [3] extend CFs to continuous convolution operators via an
implicit interpolation method, where ECO is the improved version
of C-COT. Different from the existing CF based trackers, we resort
to instance-aware proposals to handle the large scale variation and
distortion.
CNN Based Trackers. Recently, CNNs have successfully employed in visual tracking and achieved state-of-the-art performance.
In general, three strategies are usually exploited in the existing CNN
based trackers. First, the deep convolutional features extracted from
a pre-trained network are transferred for online tracking. HCF [19]
and HDT [24] deploy CFs on the features extracted from VGG-Net19 [26] and obtain the tracking results by combining hierarchical
responses and hedging weak trackers, respectively. Second, the
tracking problem is formulated as the instance search problem,
where the matching function is trained offline via external video
data. In [2, 30], Siamese networks are trained offline to address the
deep similarity learning problem. CFNet [31] interprets the CFs as
differentiable layers in Siamese networks and learns the end-to-end
representation via image pairs. In [11], a dynamic Siamese network
is trained via video episodes to handle appearance variation and
background clutter. In [15], the reinforcement learning is introduced into the Siamese network for adaptive tracking with deep
feature cascades. Third, CNNs are fine-tuned during tracking. In
MDNet [23], a pre-trained multi-domain CNN integrated with a
binary classification layer is fine-tuned online to adapt to the newly
tracked target and its appearance variation, achieving state-of-theart performance. Subsequently, based on the architecture of MDNet,
SANet [9] is developed to distinguish the target from its distractors
via Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and ADNet [36] is proposed
to adapt to the complex tracking environments via deep reinforcement learning. In [35], the tracking problem is decomposed into
a localization task and a classification task and a CNN is trained
for each task. In [37], a top-down reasoning model is fine-tuned to
cooperate with the appearance based tracker.

Detection Proposal Based Trackers. Recently, several studies
have successfully applied the detection proposals in visual tracking.
In [14], under the paradigm of tracking-by-detection, the tracking
problem is regarded as selecting the detection proposals based on
the score and objectness. In [39] and [40], detection proposals generated by EdgeBoxes [42] and Region Proposal Network (RPN) [25]
are respectively considered as motion models in the tracking-bydetection framework, resulting in robust tracking performance.
An iterative unsupervised method for video detection proposals
is proposed in [33] for visual tracking and segmentation, which
is competitive with state-of-the-art supervised trackers. In [41],
salient proposals are extracted based on the visual saliency map
and re-ranked via an effective strategy to estimate the target state.
However, it cannot handle the scale variation. The work in [16]
integrates the detection proposals into KCF for scale and aspect
ratio adaptability but it suffers from the heavy occlusion. Different
from these methods, we resort to the CNN based correlation filters
to shepherd the instance-aware proposals towards their optimal
positions, resulting in more accurate tracking results.

3

PROPOSED ALGORITHM

In the section, we will first present the preliminary blocks (CNN
based correlation filters and detection proposal generation) and
then illustrate our detection proposal ranking and instance-aware
proposal shepherding algorithm. Finally, we show the whole tracking framework with shepherded instance-aware proposals.

3.1

Preliminary Blocks

CNN Based Correlation Filters. The goal of correlation filter
formulation is to learn a correlation filter w from the training
samples, which are composed of all cyclic shifts of a base sample.
Specifically, the correlation filter learning can be formulated as a
ridge regression problem and the objective is to minimize the sum
of squared errors from all samples, where the ith error is calculated
over the real output of sample xi and the desired output yi :
min
w

n
Õ
(f (xi ) − yi )2 + λ||w|| 2

(1)

i=1

where λ is a regularization parameter used to avoid overfitting, xi
is the ith sample corresponding to a cyclic shift of a base sample. yi
is the corresponding label generated by a Gaussian function, where
the value equals to 1 for the base sample and gradually decays to 0
for the cyclic shifted samples.
The optimization problem in (1) has a closed-form solution,
which can be efficiently solved in the Fourier domain as:
x̂∗ ⊙ ŷ
(2)
x̂ ⊙ x̂∗ + λ
where .̂ represents the discrete Fourier transform (DFT), ∗ and ⊙
denote the complex conjugate and element-wise product, respectively.
Given a test patch z in a new frame, we first perform DFT and
then calculate the response map as:
ŵ =

f (z) = ŵ ⊙ ẑ∗

(3)

The estimated target position is the location with the largest response in the response map f (z).

Generally, correlation filter is equipped with the smooth model
update scheme when the target undergoes occlusion, deformation,
rotation, etc. When the target is detected and the filter is learned
in the tth frame, the model is updated with a learning rate η as:
ŵt = (1 − η)ŵt −1 + η ŵ

(4)

In the CNN based correlation filters, the outputs of each convolutional layer are used as the multi-channel features to learn
an individual correlation filter and generate a corresponding response map. Then these response maps are combined to obtain the
final response map, where the location with the largest response
corresponds to the estimated target position.
Detection Proposal Generation. We exploit EdgeBoxes [42]
to generate the detection proposals for its high recall and fast speed.
EdgeBoxes initially utilizes the Structured Edge detector [8] to
calculate an edge response for each pixel in the searching region.
Then, it traverses the searching region in a sliding window manner
and computes the score for each sampled bounding box.
There are several parameters for controlling the sliding window
manner. The step size β indicates the intersection over union (IoU)
between the neighboring boxes, which controls the sampling density. The minimum box area is constrained by minArea. Specifically,
in this paper, according to the previous target state, the box aspect
ratio ranges from minAspectRatio to maxAspectRatio and the box
area ranges from minBoxArea to maxBoxArea.
The score for an arbitrary box b is computed as:
Í
Í
i ∈b w i mi − p ∈b in mp
(5)
hbin =
2(bw + bh )κ
where mi denotes the edge response magnitude of a pixel i and i
corresponds to a pixel within b. w i ∈ [0, 1] indicates how likely
the contour (pixel i belongs to) is wholly enclosed by b. bw and bh
are the width and height of b, respectively. b in denotes the center
region of b with the size [bw /2, bh /2]. κ is used to offset the bias of
larger windows having more edges on average.
After scoring all boxes over the position, scale and aspect ratio,
these boxes are filtered using the non-maximal suppression (NMS)
strategy. γ denotes the IoU threshold when performing NMS, that
is, when a box is overlapped with another one and the IoU is higher
than the threshold γ , the box with lower score can be removed.
NMS will end if the number of passed boxes reaches maxNumber .

3.2

Detection Proposal Ranking

After detection proposal generation using EdgeBoxes [42], most
proposals are not related to the target. Therefore, a ranking strategy
is necessary to convert the detection proposals into the instanceaware proposals. In this paper, we propose a novel proposal ranking
strategy based on the appearance similarity and spatial weight.
The similarity measure is calculated between proposals and instances. The instances are collected every T frames and preserved
in the set E = {e 1 , e 2 , ..., e M }, where ei denotes the ith instance and
M is the number of instances. The proposals are generated in the
current frame and stored in the set P = {p1 , p2 , ..., p N }, where pi
represents the ith proposal and N is the number of proposals. We
compute two complementary similarity measures: color similarity
and shape similarity.

Color Similarity. The color similarity simcolor
between the
ij
ith proposal pi and the jth instance e j is calculated as the cosine
distance between two color histogram vectors of pi and e j :
simcolor
=
ij

his(pi )T ·his(e j )
||his(pi )||·||his(e j )||

(6)

where his(·) denotes the color histogram vector of the corresponding proposal or instance. The range of color similarity is within
[0, 1].
shape
Shape Similarity. The shape similarity simi j
between the
ith proposal pi and the jth instance e j is computed as the cosine
distance between two HOG feature vectors of pi and e j :
shape

simi j

=

hoд(pi )T ·hoд(e j )
||hoд(pi )||·||hoд(e j )||

(7)

where hoд(·) denotes the HOG feature vector of the corresponding
proposal or instance. The range of shape similarity is within [0, 1].
Spatial Weight. The spatial weight w i is defined as the Jaccard
similarity coefficient, which is calculated as the IoU between the
bounding boxes of the ith proposal pi and the coarse target state
oc , which is estimated using the CNN based correlation filters:
wi =

|box(pi )∩box(oc )|
|box(pi )∪box(oc )|

(8)

where box(·) represents the bounding box of the corresponding
proposal or the coarse target state. The range of spatial weight is
within [0, 1].
Since the color and shape similarity are two complementary
cues for appearance similarity, we take a combination of the two
similarities with θ . The vote vi for the ith proposal pi is calculated
as follows:
shape

vi = w i · max((1 − θ )·simcolor
+ θ ·simi j
ij
e j ∈E

)

(9)

where max(·) stands for the maximum of color and shape similarity
combination. According to vi , we rank the detection proposals in
the descending order and select the top-ranked ones as the instanceaware proposals.

3.3

Instance-Aware Proposal Shepherding

It is the fact that the instance-aware proposals chosen from the
detection proposals usually cannot cover the target state well due to
the limitation of EdgeBoxes (the method heavily relies on the edge
information of the target rather than the appearance information),
leading to the inaccurate tracking results. To address this issue, the
instance-aware proposals can be shepherded via the CNN based
correlation filters to effectively cover the target state.
As illustrated in Figure 2(a), for an instance-aware proposal i (denoted in red/yellow box), its search region (denoted in red/yellow
box with dashed line) is two times the size of this instance-aware
proposal and contains the possible translations, which are composed of all circulant shifts of the CNN based correlation filters.
Although this instance-aware proposal cannot cover the target state
well, a particular circulant shift in the search region can accurately
cover the target state. As shown in Figure 2(b), using the CNN
based correlation filters, the instance-aware proposal (denoted in
red/green/blue box) can be shepherded towards the target state

Figure 2: The shepherded instance-aware proposals are able
to cover the target state well. (a) The target state can be
covered by using search regions (denoted in red/yellow box
with dashed line) of instance-aware proposals (denoted in
red/yellow box). (b) The instance-aware proposal (denoted
in red/green/blue box) can be shepherded towards the target
state (denoted in yellow box with bold line).

(denoted in yellow box with bold line). Here, each instance-aware
proposal can be considered as a base sample and its circular shifts
constitute all dense samples. Therefore, the combination of instanceaware proposals (base samples) in a large search region and their
circular shifts (dense samples) in a local search region can increase
the possibility to cover the target state, resulting in more robust
and accurate tracking performance.

3.4

Tracking with Shepherded Instance-Aware
Proposals

After shepherding the instance-aware proposals, how to integrate
these proposals into the CNN based correlation filters will be introduced in this section. The pipeline is illustrated in Figure 3. Given
the target state (l 1 , s 1 ) in the first frame, where l and s denote the
target location and scale respectively, we initialize the model of
CNN based correlation filters.
During the process of tracking, we first perform the CNN based
correlation filters to estimate the coarse target state. Specifically,
when a new frame fi comes, the CNN based correlation filters are
performed on a patch r i = (li−1 , c·si−1 ), where the center is the
previous target position li−1 and the scale is the previous target
scale with padding c·si−1 . As the target scale varies during tracking,
the patch is resized to the original patch size by bilinear interpolation. Based on the CNN based correlation filters, the coarse target
location lic is estimated as the position with the largest response
and the coarse target scale sic is retained as the previous target scale
si−1 .
To handle the scale variation and distortion well, we develop an
effective mode selection strategy based on the quality of response
map, which is evaluated by two indicators: the maximum response
Rmax and the Peak-to-Sidelobe Ratio PSR = (Rmax − R µ )/R δ ,
where R µ and R δ are respectively the mean and standard deviation of response map. Rmax indicates the likelihood of the target
and PSR indicates the discrimination between the target and background, which are two complementary cues to indicate the reliability of the coarse target state. The target re-detection mode is
activated if Rmax < τlow ·Rmean or PSR < τlow ·PSRmean , where

Figure 3: Overview of the proposed DeepCFIAP. The algorithm integrates the shepherded instance-aware proposals into the
pipeline of the CNN based CFs. The CNN based CFs focus on the position estimation (coarse target state) while the shepherded
instance-aware proposals are responsible for scale estimation/target re-detection (fine target state). Firstly, the CNN based CFs
are employed to estimate the coarse target state (the position with the largest response in the response map). Subsequently,
in the cropped region (denoted in green box with dashed line), the detection proposals are generated and ranked based on the
similarity with target instances to select the instance-aware proposals, which are further shepherded via the CNN based CFs
to select the most promising ones as the fine target state. Finally, the current target state is adaptively determined and the
model is adaptively updated. The previous/coarse/fine/current target state is denoted in pink/green/blue/red box, respectively.
Rmean and PSRmean are the average values of Rmax and PSR in
previous frames; otherwise, the scale estimation mode is activated.
Both scale estimation and target re-detection modes share the common tracking framework except for the window factor to control
the cropped region at the center of coarse target state. It is evident
that the window factor for target re-detection should be larger than
that for scale estimation. In practice, the cropped region for target
re-detection is gradually enlarged.
Then, in the corresponding cropped region, we generate the
detection proposals using EdgeBoxes as described in Section 3.1
and rank these detection proposals by our novel ranking algorithm
as described in Section 3.2. The top-ranked detection proposals are
chosen as the instance-aware proposals. Subsequently, we shepherd
these instance-aware proposals towards their optimal positions (locations with the largest response) via the CNN based correlation
filters as described in Section 3.3. The shepherded instance-aware
proposal with the largest response is chosen as the most promisf f
ing proposal to estimate the fine target state (li , si ). Furthermore,
p
the corresponding maximum response Rmax and Peak-to-Sidelobe
Ratio PSRp are recorded.
After estimating the coarse target state (lic , sic ) and fine tarf

f

get state (li , si ), we adopt the adaptive target localization strategy to estimate the new target state as follows. In the target ref f
detection mode, the target is successfully re-detected as (li , si )

p

when Rmax ≥ τhiдh ·Rmean and PSRp ≥ τhiдh ·PSRmean ; otherwise, the new target state is estimated as (lic , sic ). In the scale
estimation mode, the new target state is estimated as the target
state with larger maximum response. When the new target state
(li , si ) is estimated in frame fi , we exploit an adaptive model update
strategy to update the model of CNN based correlation filters as follows: the model is maintained in the target re-detection mode; the
model is updated using the learning rate η when PSR ≥ PSRmean
and Rmax ≥ Rmean ; otherwise, the model is updated using the
adjusted learning rate c r ·η, where c r is the relative ratio to reduce
the learning rate.

4

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we first introduce the experimental settings and in
depth studies of the proposed DeepCFIAP. Then, we evaluate our
DeepCFIAP with state-of-the-art trackers on large-scale benchmark
datasets: OTB100 [34] and UAV20L [21].

4.1

Experimental Settings

We use HCF [19] as our baseline tracker and follow the same implementations with the minor revision, where the conv3-4, conv4-4
and conv5-4 convolutional layers of the VGG-Net-19 [26] are used
to encode target appearance and the weights of these layers are
respectively set to 0.25, 0.50 and 1. We use a kernel width of 0.1
to generate the Gaussian labels and a cosine window to weigh the

feature maps. The learning rate η in (4) is set to 0.01 and the padding
is adjusted to 1.56. As KCFDPT [16], we use EdgeBoxes [42] for
detection proposal generation. The step size β and NMS threshold γ are respectively set to 0.75 and 0.85. The minimum area of
box minArea and the maximum number of boxes maxNumber are
respectively set to 200 and 1000. In the scale estimation mode,
maxAspectRatio = 1.3, minAspectRatio = 0.7, maxBoxArea = 1.3,
minBoxArea = 0.7, the window factor is fixed as 1.4. In the target
re-detection mode, maxAspectRatio = 1.5, minAspectRatio = 0.5,
maxBoxArea = 1.5, minBoxArea = 0.5, the window factor is gradually enlarged from 3 to 5 with the step size 0.225. When ranking the
detection proposals, we collect the target instances every 50 frames
and set the maximum number to 10 in the set. The number of the
bins in the color histogram is set to 32. The cell size and the number
of orientations in the HOG feature are set to 4 and 9 respectively.
The combination weight θ in (9) is set to 0.7. The thresholds for
adaptive mode selection, target localization and model update are
set as: τlow = 0.72 and τhiдh = 0.9. The relative ratio c r is set to 0.7.
The previous frame number for calculating Rmean and PSRmean is
set to 20. With above settings, we implement our tracker in Matlab
using MatConvNet toolbox. Our tracker runs around 1 FPS on Intel
I7-6700K 4.00GHz CPU and a NVDIA GTX 1080 GPU when the
top-ranked 1/2 proportion of detection proposals are selected as
the instance-aware proposals.
Our tracker is evaluated on two standard benchmark datasets,
OTB100 [34] and UAV20L [21], which contain video sequences with
various attributes, such as scale variation, occlusion, background
clutter, fast motion, etc. In each frame of the video sequences, the
target is annotated by a bounding box, which can be used as the
ground truth for quantitative evaluation. In particular, UAV20L [21]
is the dataset with 20 long video sequences, where the longest sequence contains 5527 frames and the shortest one contains 1717
frames. We use two metrics for one pass evaluation (OPE): precision and success plots, which are defined as: (1) precision: the
percentage of frames of which the center location errors are less
than a predefined threshold with the ground truth; (2) success: the
percentage of frames of which the overlap ratios are larger than a
predefined threshold with the ground truth. We report the distance
precision at 20 pixels threshold (DP) in precision plot and the area
under curve (AUC) in success plot for one pass evaluation (OPE).

4.2

In Depth Studies

In this section, we make experiments on ablation studies and parameter investigations to evaluate the proposed DeepCFIAP.
Ablation Studies. We analyze the proposed DeepCFIAP on
the OTB100 dataset to demonstrate the effectiveness of different
components, including the tracker 1) without using the adaptive
mode selection strategy for target re-detection (DeepCFIAP-ND),
2) without using the CNN based correlation filters to shepherd the
instance-aware proposals (DeepCFIAP-NS).
As shown in Table 1, the proposed tracker integrated all components obtains the highest scores on both the DP and AUC metrics among all the competing trackers. As DeepCFIAP-ND only
resorts to the instance-aware proposals for scale estimation, the
performance loss can be solely ascribed to the effective mode selection strategy. DeepCFIAP-NS performs much worse than the

Table 1: Different components analysis on the tracking performance on the OTB100 dataset.
Tracker

DeepCFIAP-NS

DeepCFIAP-ND

DeepCFIAP

DP (%)
AUC (%)

80.3
57.4

85.2
63.1

89.3
65.5

Table 2: Influence of different proportions of detection proposals chosen as the instance-aware proposals on the tracking performance on the OTB100 dataset.
Proportion

1/2

1/3

1/4

1/5

1/6

DP (%)
AUC (%)

89.3
65.5

85.9
63.7

86.2
64.0

85.7
63.1

85.0
62.9

Figure 4: Performance of the proposed DeepCFIAP and nine
other state-of-the-art trackers on the OTB100 dataset.

proposed DeepCFIAP since the instance-aware proposals usually
cannot enclose the target well, which demonstrates the necessity
of shepherding the instance-aware proposals via the CNN based
correlation filters.
Parameter Investigations. We analyze the influence of the
proportion of detection proposals chosen as the instance-aware
proposals on the OTB100 dataset. As illustrated in Table 2, we set
the proportion as 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5 and 1/6 respectively. According
to the results, when we select the top-ranked 1/2 proportion of
detection proposals as the instance-aware proposals, the proposed
DeepCFIAP achieves the best tracking performance. The results
of 1/3 proportion are slightly inferior to those of 1/4 proportion,
which may be caused by the background distrators. The phenomenon demonstrates that the top ranked 1/2 detection proposals can
perform robust tracking.

4.3

Evaluation on OTB100

We compare the proposed DeepCFIAP with several state-of-the-art
trackers: DeepSRDCF [4], HCF [19], HDT [24], SINT [30], SiamFC [2],
CREST [27], MCPF [38], KCFDPT [16] and MUSter [13]. Many of
aforementioned trackers are CNN based correlation filters, such as
DeepSRDCF [4], HCF [19], HDT [24], CREST [27] and MCPF [38].
Figure 4 reports the evaluation results of the proposed DeepCFIAP and its competitors on the OTB100 dataset. Our proposed

Figure 5: Precision and success plots for six challenging attributes: scale variation, background clutter, fast motion, deformation, out-of-plane rotation and occlusion on the OTB100 dataset.
tracker performs favorably against these compared trackers. Specifically, it achieves 89.3%/65.5% (DP/AUC) in the precision and success
plots, outperforming the second best results by 2.3% and 3.1% on
the DP and AUC metrics, respectively. In particular, the proposed
DeepCFIAP outperforms its baseline tracker HCF by 6.6% and 16.5%
on the DP and AUC metrics, respectively, which can be attributed
to the shepherded instance-aware proposals incorporated into the
proposed DeepCFIAP for target scale estimation and re-detection.
Furthermore, the proposed DeepCFIAP outperforms MCPF by 2.3%
and 4.3% on the DP and AUC metrics, respectively. Note MCPF
is similar to the proposed DeepCFIAP that the sampled particles
are shepherded by multi-task correlation filter. In Figure 4, we do
not illustrate the results of MDNet [23] and ECO [3], where the
former uses external tracking videos for training and the latter
uses efficient convolution operators to substitute the correlation
filters. MDNet achieves 90.9%/67.8% (DP/AUC) and ECO achieves
91.0%/69.1% (DP/AUC), which are superior to the proposed DeepCFIAP on this dataset. Overall, the evaluation results on the OTB100
dataset demonstrate that our proposed DeepCFIAP performs well
against state-of-the-art trackers on the 100 challenging videos.
The 100 sequences on the OTB100 dataset are annotated with 11
attributes, including illumination/scale variation, occlusion, deformation, fast motion, background clutter, etc. In Figure 5, we evaluate
the tracking performance under the attributes of scale variation,

background clutter, fast motion, deformation, out-of-plane rotation
and occlusion. As shown in Figure 5, the proposed DeepCFIAP
can effectively handle these challenging situations. Specifically,
the proposed DeepCFIAP outperforms the second best results on
background clutter on the DP and AUC metrics by a large margin (9.6% and 7.2%). Although MCPF can handle scale variation
well via the particle sampling scheme, the proposed DeepCFIAP
achieves competitive performance via the shepherded instanceaware proposals in terms of the scale variation attribute. For other
attributes, the proposed DeepCFIAP performs much better than the
HCT, HDT and CREST trackers on both the DP and AUC metrics,
which demonstrates that the proposed DeepCFIAP is more robust
to these attributes.

4.4

Evaluation on UAV20L

We then evaluate the proposed DeepCFIAP on the UAV20L dataset
and compare the proposed DeepCFIAP with state-of-the-art trackers: ECO [3], MDNet [23], MCPF [38], HCF [19], HDT [24], SiamFC [2],
SRDCF [5], KCFDPT [16] and MUSTer [13]. Note that ECO and MDNet achieve state-of-the-art performance on the OTB100 dataset.
Figure 6 shows the evaluation results of the proposed DeepCFIAP
and all compared trackers. In general, the proposed DeepCFIAP
outperforms all other competitors by a large margin, achieving
67.4%/45.9% (DP/AUC) scores in the precision and success plots.

Table 3: Attribute based comparison with state-of-the-art trackers on the UAV20L dataset. We report DP/AUC scores (%) for
these trackers. The attributes are aspect ratio change (ARC), scale variation (SV), illumination variation (IV), viewpoint change
(VC), camera motion (CM), fast motion (FM), similar object (SOB), background clutter (BC), full occlusion (FOC), partial occlusion (POC), out-of-view (OV) and low resolution (LR). The best values are highlighted by bold.
Tracker

DeepCFIAP

ECO

MDNet

MCPF

SiamFC

HCF

HDT

SRDCF

KCFDPT

MUSTer

ARC
SV
IV
VC
CM
FM
SOB
BC
FOC
POC
OV
LR
Overall

61.1/43.6
66.7/46.5
60.3/46.0
61.2/45.5
65.7/45.5
65.3/41.2
71.8/53.3
38.3/23.5
48.1/26.5
64.5/44.4
62.9/43.9
61.7/37.0
67.4/45.9

49.9/34.8
57.6/40.7
53.1/39.9
51.9/37.9
57.6/40.2
49.7/27.7
55.1/44.0
44.0/25.3
43.4/22.5
56.1/38.9
55.9/38.5
51.8/28.5
59.7/42.0

47.2/34.4
54.7/40.4
49.6/36.7
54.1/42.1
54.7/40.3
50.6/29.8
58.4/47.9
26.6/13.4
36.4/17.8
53.7/39.4
57.8/43.8
52.6/31.5
57.0/41.9

49.9/33.5
56.6/36.7
54.4/36.0
46.3/30.4
57.2/36.7
47.9/25.7
60.2/43.3
38.0/24.1
43.3/23.8
57.3/37.2
53.0/33.8
48.3/27.9
58.8/36.4

51.8/33.5
59.2/38.9
51.8/38.9
54.5/36.4
59.2/38.9
52.3/25.4
60.3/45.0
36.4/23.7
42.7/23.6
57.1/37.0
61.8/39.2
46.7/23.8
61.2/40.3

37.8/27.4
46.3/34.0
43.1/32.5
39.4/30.6
46.3/33.1
35.9/20.8
44.4/36.8
33.9/21.5
37.7/20.6
45.2/32.3
42.9/32.2
41.8/22.6
49.0/35.2

36.1/22.6
42.6/25.5
43.0/31.3
35.8/23.5
42.6/26.0
35.7/16.9
40.6/26.8
33.8/21.0
35.3/17.1
40.8/24.5
35.2/21.2
39.3/17.3
45.5/27.3

38.9/27.0
48.1/33.2
41.1/29.5
41.4/30.3
48.2/32.7
32.7/19.7
52.2/39.7
25.2/15.6
33.1/17.0
49.1/32.0
49.5/32.9
42.9/22.8
50.7/34.3

44.0/30.7
49.4/34.2
43.9/30.9
44.9/33.9
49.3/33.9
39.4/27.9
47.1/34.8
33.3/19.2
38.5/19.0
50.3/33.3
49.9/33.0
45.1/26.1
51.9/35.7

44.3/27.7
49.2/31.6
37.8/24.2
47.3/32.2
49.2/30.9
42.3/21.2
48.3/34.2
42.0/23.0
42.3/20.5
49.6/30.8
50.2/31.3
51.3/27.8
51.7/33.1

Figure 6: Performance of the proposed DeepCFIAP and nine
other state-of-the-art trackers on the UAV20L dataset.

Specifically, despite the inferior performance of the proposed DeepCFIAP compared with ECO and MDNet on the OTB100 dataset, it
significantly outperforms them on the DP and AUC metrics (12.9%
and 9.3% for ECO, 18.2% and 9.5% for MDNet) on this dataset. Furthermore, the proposed DeepCFIAP surpasses its baseline tracker
HCF by 37.6% and 30.4% on the DP and AUC metrics respectively,
which can be attributed to the shepherded instance-aware proposals incorporated into the proposed DeepCFIAP for the target scale
estimation and re-detection. Surprisingly, SiamFC performs well
on this dataset and it achieves better results than the sophisticated
trackers ECO and MDNet on the DP metric, which can be ascribed
to the large region for instance search. However, it is still inferior
to the proposed DeepCFIAP equipped with an adaptive mode selection strategy. Overall, the evaluation results on the UAV20L dataset
demonstrate that the proposed DeepCFIAP outperforms state-ofthe-art trackers by a large margin on the 20 long challenging videos.
We further evaluate the robustness of the proposed DeepCFIAP
on various attributes. The UAV20L benchmark classifies the 20 long
videos into 12 challenging scenarios: background clutter, similar
object, partial/full occlusion, viewpoint change, scale/illumination
variation, aspect ratio change, fast/camera motion, low resolution

and out-of-view. Table 3 illustrates the tracking performance of the
proposed DeepCFIAP and its counterparts for attribute analysis. We
can see that the proposed DeepCFIAP outperforms its competitors
on all attributes except for the background clutter, which is slightly
inferior to ECO. For the aspect ratio change and scale variation
attributes, the proposed DeepCFIAP outperforms the second best
results by a large margin, which demonstrates that the proposed
DeepCFIAP can handle aspect ratio and scale variation well via the
shepherded instance-aware proposals. In terms of the full/partial
occlusion attributes, the proposed DeepCFIAP outperforms the
second best results by 10.80%/11.52% and 10.17%/11.68% on the
DP and AUC metrics respectively, which can be ascribed to the
adaptive mode selection strategy for target re-detection to handle
the full/partial occlusion.

5

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a robust CNN based correlation filter
tracking method with shepherded instance-aware proposals. The
proposed tracker can effectively handle the scale variation and distortion via the shepherded instance-aware proposals. Specifically,
we propose a novel effective proposal ranking algorithm based
on the similarities between proposals and instances to select the
instance-aware proposals. Furthermore, we shepherd the instanceaware proposals towards their optimal positions via the CNN based
correlation filters to accurately cover the target. Extensive experiments on the standard benchmark datasets OTB100 and UAV20L
demonstrate that the proposed tracker performs favorably against
state-of-the-art trackers. It is worth emphasizing that the proposed
tracker is especially sufficient for long-term tracking.
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